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In pursuance of the national policy of maintaining
these islands within our sphere of influence, Congress,

July 18, 1947, authorized assumption of the trustee
ship. By the trusteeship agreement, termination of
Japanese control was recognized, and the United
States named as the administering authority. Under
it, the United States assumed the obligation of pro
moting the economic advancement and self sufficiency
of the inhabitants; of protecting their civil rights and
on

fundamental
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mentary education, and the pursuit of higher and pro
fessional education as well. It also agreed to promote
the self government of the people in accordance with
their expressed wishes, and to give them an increas
.

ing share in the administrative services in the ter
ritory. And lastly, it agreed to provide a system of
law which would give due recognition to the well

recognized native
Upon approval

customs

of the inhabitants.

Agreement by the
Navy
Security
Department to provide, on an interim basis, appropri
ate administration to implement this country's obli
gations under the Trusteeship Agreement. It was no
longer possible to operate the machinery of govern
ment through military directives backed by Navy guns.
of the Trust

Council, the President directed the

It

now
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under civil rules of administration, with the

was

ating

branches of government and their powers adequately
delineated, a system of laws established, and a judi
cial branch established in order to

interpret

and

en

force those laws.
The administrative head of the

new

government

by the President, was the Commander-in
Chief of the United States Pacific Fleet, who was
given the title of High Commissioner. To his sub

named

ordinates

was

assigned

the task

of

preparing

the

necessary draft of a bill of rights and constitution,
as well as a new
legal system, tailored to the needs
of this
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Chapter 1 was the Bill of Rights, setting
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system of government (its
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into effect this constitutional
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system.

to

A later
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carry

chapter

added with respect to communications, so that
the entire scheme of government, as well as the stat
was

implement the powers delegated,
designed
finally compressed into 19 chapters, divided into
to

utes
was

some

1,204 sections, and running

pages of
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becomes lost in admiration at this ap
parent example of concise draftsmanship, yet it be
noted that there are a number of ready answers. First,
we are

one
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society which, though
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prim
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complexity
to this time has required only relatively
application of the principles and practices

is far below the
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Second,
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possible

to

adopt

other

legal systems

hy few apt words, thus dispensing with the requisite
detail where each provision is to be set forth with
a

particularity.

As will be seen, such is the

And, third, where

not

restricted

by

case

here.

constitutional

inhibitions, as here, broad powers may be delegated
to administrators, and considerable discretion allowed
in the exercise of these powers.
is not to be described as

Although this pattern
markedly democratic, it is

nevertheless

completely workable.
regulations adopted by
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and
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Navy,

amended from time to time, continued as the
sole body of law applicable in the Trust Territory
as

from

July 18, 1947, until December 22, 1952, approx
imately a year after administration of the Territory
had passed from Navy, and become vested in the
Department of the Interior. That Department ap
pointed a civilian as High Commissioner, who, in
1952, by proclamation adopted these interim regula
tions as the official Trust Territory Code of Laws.
In a foreword to the printed code which accom
panied the proclamation, the then High Commis
sioner, former Senator Elbert D. Thomas, had this
to
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Chapter 2 undertakes to designate the laws and
legal systems applicable in the Trust Territory. It
repealed all the Spanish, German, and Japanese laws
theretcfcre adopted, and provided that the following
were to have the effect of law:
(a) The Trusteeship
Agreement; ( b)
shall

by

their

ritory; (c)

such laws of the United States

own

as

force be in effect in the Trust Ter

The Trust

Territory Code; (d) District
promulgated by the District Administrators
of Trust Territory, with the approval of the High
Commissioner; and (e) duly enacted Municipal Or
Orders

dinances.

Recognition of local custom was assured in a sec
providing that customary laws not in conflict
with the laws of the Trust Territory, or those laws
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the force of law in matters to which they were held
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conflict therewith. An express provision also appears
that the laws governing ownership, use, inheritance,
and transfer of

land,

in effect in the
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Decem

ber 1, 1941, were to remain in full force and effect,
except where changed by written enactment under
the

of the Trust

Territory Government.
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the
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through
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Commissioner. Thus, it

High
legislative

power is

can

lodged primarily
High Commissioner, secondarily in the District
Administrators, and finally in the municipalities cre
ated under the authority of the Code. It can also be
seen that there has been created a
hybrid legal sys
tem in which there has been engrafted on the common
seen
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Unfortunately

had been in such

by

a

study

"hex" had

magician

for the accused, this

jurist

chronic state of confusion induced

a

involved native customs, that the
relatively little effect. Accordingly this

of

some

now

sits in

a

cool cell

wondering

what could

have gone wrong, as he serves the sentence
on him
by the confused jurist.

imposed

High
usually met by a delegation consisting
of District Judges, the Clerk of Courts, and local
prosecutors and public defenders, from whom he will
Justice

get the latest

is

news

concerning

the trial call. Later in the

house and groan
it is

a

deplorable

of courthouses is

over

readiness of

day
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agenda far be
hospital facilities
is why it is such a

works
of

to sit in

on

fact that construction or renovation
on

hind the

pleasure

cases

he will visit the court

the

in economic
can

take

a

well-being. In all this the United States
justified pride, as can the many dedicated

staff members who
Americans

significant
cation, and

man

coming

the necessary facilities.
Micronesia and rendering

to

service in the fields of

public health,

are

the native

with the eager natives, will find their lives in Trust
Territory rich in reward. They will be disappointed,

however, if they expect this reward
of

shape

a

beautiful hand maiden

to

sent

come

by

in the

her tribe

grace the home of the altruistic worker. The writer
is constrained to sadly admit, that
though he has toiled
for some time on the outlying islands in a position of
to

responsibility

and power,

no

such

yet befallen him.

courthouse at Korol', where

completed building is so attractive as to
have earned the Sobriquet, "Taj Mahal."
However, conditions are constantly improving, and
as funds are made available by Congress, serious de
ficiencies are being alleviated. In its operation of the
Trust Territory the United States has amply demon
strated that it has taken to heart the objectives of the
Trusteeship Agreement. Signs abound that the native
populations are showing a marked advance in health,
education and civilization, and a steady improvement

medicine, law, edu

deservedly held in high
·populations. Those having the
appropriate professional background and the stimulus
towards the experience of living among and working
by

esteem
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